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#SWMGeekFest

GEEK FEST 2019 ACTIVITY MAP

1. Information
2. Filling in the Gaps
3. Shattered World
4. Color and Chill
5. Scythe
6. LFG Arcade
7. Artemis
8. Escape Room
9. Volunteer Area
10. Yu-Gi-Oh
11. Yu-Gi-Oh
12. Magic
13. Magic
14. Magic
15. Magic

16. Paint N Take
17. GrandCon
		Open Gaming
18. Aunt Cathy’s
		Kiddy Corner
19. Pooky, No!
20. Open Gaming
21. Open Gaming
22. Rocks Fall,
		Everyone Dies
23. Smirk and Dagger
24. Sandstone
25. Monster of the 		
		Week: Zombies
26. Manksky
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27. Imagineers
29. X-Wing
30. Open Gaming
31. Open Gaming
32. Tanks and DPS
33. Market Garden
34. Munchkin
35. Forbidden Island
36. AmtGard
37. LudoSports
38. Smash Bros
39. Smash Bros
40. 4-H
41. L’arte D’armizare
4 2. Crafts

43. Photo Booth
44. NOVA
45. Gull Lake Robotics
46. Mattawan Robotics
47. Portage Northern
		Robotics
48. Hillside Robotics
49. Paul Sizer
50. Emily Kastner
51. Soudabeh Rouhandeh
52. Ruth McNally Barshaw
53. Ghostbusters
54. Heroes Helping
		Heroes
55. Nate Higley

56. Chaotic Neutral
57. Lindsey Poulos
58. Daniel Pipe
59. Kenjii Jumanne		Marshall
60. Angela Sisk
61. Rocket Comics
62. Sew Excited
63. Jedi Council
		of America
64. 501st Legion
		(Star Wars)
65. Cosplay
66. Bookbug
67. Geek Fest Info
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COSPLAY AREA

Cosplay Costume Contest & Exhibition
Runway Show
Cosplay Area

11 am Registration Begins
1:30 pm Registration Closes
2:30 pm Winners Announced, Prizes Awarded!

Robotics Demonstrations

Next to Author/Artist Alley 11 am–2:30 pm
Come and see robots up close and personal with demonstrations
and Q&A opportunities running on the hour. Last demonstration
at 2 pm. Participating robotics teams include the Gull Lake Area
Twisted Devils, Mattawan Robokats, Hillside Robotics & Portage
Huskies Robotics.

Getting Your Team to Escape —
8 Tips to Play an Escape Room Like a Pro
Clock n’ Lock Escape Rooms
Breakout Room D 11:30 am–12:15 pm

Get your picture taken and register to be considered for one
of 5 winning categories with prizes for each category!
Categories are:

Cosplay for Beginners with
Chaotic Neutral Cosplay
Breakout Room D 12:30–1:15 pm

How to Draw ALL Monsters with Paul Sizer

• YOUTH (12 and under)

Breakout Room D 1:30–2:15 pm

• TEEN (13-19)
• ADULT (20 & over)
• GROUP (2 or more coordinating)
• BEST RUNWAY PERFORMANCE
2:30 pm Winners announced, prizes awarded.
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Geek’s Dream Door Prize Raffle Drawing

Hold on to your ticket! We’ll be holding raffle drawings
throughout the day. Winners must be present to win and will
have ten minutes to claim their prize at the Welcome tables.
If the prize-winner is a no-show, we will re-draw!
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AUTHOR/ARTIST ALLEY

AUTHOR/ARTIST ALLEY

Meet and greet with our featured guests! Discover virtual reality,
check out talented authors and artists, and explore fun new
reads with BookBug.

Emily Kastner Author/Illustrator

Continued

Works include the Nerdy Babies series. Co-founder
of Read And Write Kalamazoo (RAWK). emmykmakes.com

Kenjji Jumanne-Marshall Author/Illustrator/Caricaturist

501st Legion (Star Wars)

The 501st Legion is an international fan-based organization dedicated
to the construction and wearing of screen-accurate replicas of Imperial
Stormtrooper armor, Sith Lords, Clone Troopers, bounty hunters, and other
villains from the Star Wars universe.

Ruth McNally Barshaw Author/Illustrator

Popular works include Ellie McDoodle Diaries and Leopold the Lion.
ruthexpress.com

Chaotic Neutral Cosplay Costumers

CNC has won several awards for their costuming, including winning
C2E2’s Armor division with their Skyrim armor. If you like armor, throwing
cards, nerdy things and power tools, stop by!

Jessi Fletcher/Sew Excited Cosplay Costumer

Tips? Tricks? Costume Triage? Step right up! Award-winning cosplay
expert Jessi Fletcher from Sew Excited Cosplay returns to Geek Fest
to help you out!

Nate Higley Author/Illustrator

Nate has spent the last 20+ years creating comics, alongside film
and music-related art. His original comic works have been published
by Three Rivers Press (Random House), Paper Tiger Comix UK,
Young American Comics, Nic-Fit Comics, and more. He has also
worked as a colorist for Noelle Barby, in The Comics Reader UK,
and was also the co-creator of Cheap Laffs, with Tavi Veraldi.

The Jedi Council of America, Michigan Chapter

The Jedi Council is a multi state organization originally founded
in 2016 in Michigan. The council is an open format Star Wars group welcoming established characters and unique characters alike.
Will also illustrate saber dueling demonstrations.

Kalamazoo Ghostbusters

Local fans of the Ghostbusters movie franchise who recreate props
and costumes from the movies.
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Kenjji will be doing FREE caricatures all day! Popular Works include
the graphic novel Witchdoctor. kenjji.com

Nova VR

Bringing the thrilling experience of room-scale virtual reality to Geek Fest.
Paint in 3 dimensions, battle robots in space, or even explore magical dungeons!

Daniel Pipe Illustrator/Artist

Fascinated by the intersections of science, fiction and folklore, much
of Pipe’s art explores and celebrates sci-fi as a forward-looking mythology.
He works in acrylic, watercolor, wood, pencil, ink, and whatever you
happen to leave laying around in his reach. monkeysnephew.tumblr.com

L’arte D’armizare

Late Medieval European martial arts with swords, polearms, daggers,
& spears! Watch demonstrations and techniques. See the weapons up
close and personal!

Lindsay Poulos Digital Comic & Concept Artist

Lindsay has a number of fun fan art from a variety of anime and fandoms.
Is also willing to create customized, unique art just for you!
instagram.com/ladyrandombox

Rocket Comics Giveaways
Free comics from Rocket Comics!

Angela Sisk Author/Illustrator

Creator of the online comic Numina. numinathecomic.com

Paul Sizer from Café Digital Studios Creator/Writer/Artist

Popular works include Little White Mouse, Moped Army, B.P.M.
and Mixtape: 1984. paulsizer.com

Sudi Rouhi Illustrator/Visual Development Artist

Drawing whimsical women, goddesses, witches, plants and derpy looking
animals in her favorite mediums, gouache, ink and marker, she makes art
daily from her studio located at Park Trades Center.
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MAKER MANIA

game room rules

Maker Mania is an interactive and DIY space where people can
gather to create, invent, and learn with a wide range of activites.

Upcycled Crafts

For good game play, you know we gotta have ‘em! Game Masters
should expect curious onlookers and are encouraged to be polite
and work around them, but if anyone becomes disruptive to the
game, please seek a member of Staff.

A crafting table where the participant can create
their own upcycled design.

1. Children under 12 years must be accompanied by an adult
		or older sibling. (Or we’ll feed them to a Dragon.)

Magic Color Scratch Bookmarks

2. Practice good sportsmanship. Let’s have some fun and keep this
		fun. Violent or disruptive behavior will eject you from game play.

Crafters will scratch off a design and reveal
the color underneath

Geometric Collaborative Craft Kit

Artists will design a cube that will be a part of a bigger mural!

In Gaming Area: Paint and Take Mini’s!
Check out Ruth McNally Barshaw, Color and Chill & 4H tables
for additional maker activities!

GAME ROOM INTRODUCTION
Greetings! Welcome to the Game Room portion of GeekFest.
This is a chance for serious and casual game players alike to get
together and game. There will be RPGs, board games, and card
games—simple to complex. Something for everyone, so stop in!
Below are basic rules of the gaming room and our list of offerings!
If you just want to drop in and run a game, see a member of Staff
and have fun!
Please Note: Games often have a limited number of slots. Once
a game is full, it’s full. There will be signup sheets for upcoming
games, but players must be in the area, as slots will only be held
so long. Many, but not all games will have prizes. If that’s something
you are interested in, please ask the individual Game Masters.
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3. Game Masters/Staff have final authority over their tables/room.
4. All site rules listed elsewhere (no alcohol, etc.) are supported
		by the Game Room.
5. Please watch what you say around little ones,
		they WILL repeat everything.
6. There may be a minimum age limit or other requirements
		for certain games. Please ask Game Room Staff for details.
7. Games will be listed by the front door with signup sheets
		for certain upcoming games at their tables. Please see Staff
		for details. Also note: many games will have prize support.

game room table guide
2. Filling in the Gaps
3. Shattered World
4. Color and Chill
5. Scythe
6. LFG Arcade
7. Artemis
8. Escape Room
10. Yu-Gi-Oh
11. Yu-Gi-Oh
12. Magic
13. Magic
14. Magic

15. Magic
16. Paint N Take
17. GrandCon
		Open Gaming
18. Aunt Cathy’s
		Kiddy Corner
19. Pooky, No!
22. Rocks Fall,
		Everyone Dies
23. Smirk and Dagger
24. Sandstone
25. Monster of the
		Week: Zombies
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Activity Map on p2–3
26. Manksky
27. Imagineers
29. X-Wing
32. Tanks and DPS
33. Market Garden
34. Munchkin
35. Forbidden Island
36. AmtGard
37. LudoSports
38. Smash Bros
39. Smash Bros

game room offerings

Multiple Game Formats

Ahead are Game Room offerings for Geek Fest 2019. In the Game Room
and on Geek Fest’s Facebook page, facebook.com/SWMGeekFest,
there are Gaming Guides with more details on each game.

Multiple Game Formats
Aunt Cathy’s Kiddy Corner Table #18

There are easy games suitable for casual or youth players. Kids of all ages (adults
welcome too!) will enjoy games like Scrabble Slam, UNO, Angry Birds cards game,
Phase 10, Candy Land, Trouble, Fish Stix, Operation, Flux, Sorry, Jenga, Sushi Go,
Old Maid, Apples to Apples, and so much more! Want something a little more
complex but fun? Try matching authors, or play in the Wild West in BANG!, be in
your own horror movie in Betrayal in the House on the Hill, or guess a dinosaurs
weight in Timeline. Something for everyone! So come and enjoy a second childhood
or your first as you play some of these family favorites!

Grandcon Tabletop Game Spotlight Table #17

Expert gamers from our very own regional tabletop gaming show, GrandCon
Gaming Convention, will be bringing some fantastic family-friendly games for us
to see and play. These selections come from their very own gaming library of over
1800 games! Just a few of the goodies coming to Geekfest are Azul (Creating
art with tile), Just One (A fast moving co-operative word game), Splendor (Be a
merchant of the Renaissance and try to get the most prestige), Codenames (Be a
spymaster and secure your network), and King of Tokyo (Be a giant monster and
defeat the other giant monsters for a chance to be the Monster Ruler of Toyko)
and so much more! It will be a spotlight on the newest, hottest games in the
Tabletop Industry, along with some classic favorites! Something for every play
style so stop by and choose your fun!

Pooky No! Table #19

Do you want to be in a fantasy adventuring party relaxing at an inn, challenging
your friends to drinking contests and casting silly spells? Or would you rather be
a character in the Wild West and trying to survive a goofy saloon fight? There are
games for that and more, so feel free to swing by the Slugfest Games table and
have some fun! The main goal of SlugFest brand games is to provide good clean
fun that is dripping with theme. They strive to make games that are easy to learn
and quick to play, with a depth of strategy that is learned through playing. If you
love humor paired with solid mechanics, then you’ve come to the right place!
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game room offerings

Board & Card Games

Board & Card Games
Imagineers Tables #27

Welcome to your amusement park! It’s not much now, but just give it time! Soon
the gates will open, and eager guests will rush in to ride the latest rides! It’s up
to you and your fellow imaginative engineers to build a magically fun place that
people will love — competing with them to make a name for yourself as the most
famous park designer in the world! From your humble beginnings, you will fill the
park with the best attractions, manage your staff, cleverly construct a thrilling
roller coaster, and prove that you are the best Imagineer!
Over the course of several rounds in Imagineers, you must skillfully guide your
guests around the park, earning money to build new attractions, which leads to
happiness, which earns you fame! Careful choices about which rides to build —
and when to upgrade your showcase roller coaster — will ultimately decide your
success! The Imagineer who amasses the most fame wins!

Magic: The Gathering Demonstrations Tables #12–15

Magic: the Gathering is the granddaddy of all collectible card games, set in a
world where magic is real and conflict is never-ending. You take on the role of a
Planeswalker, casting spells and summoning creatures in an effort to defeat your
opponent before they do the same to you. We will be teaching this massively
popular game and every participant will be given a Magic Welcome Deck to take
with them after being taught how to play.

The Mansky Caper Table #26

The Mansky Caper is an explosive press-your-luck game set in 1925. You and your
“associates” are navigating and ransacking the mansion of Mobster Big Al Mansky
while he’s out of town. However, Big Al has rigged his rooms with thrilling plot
twists and TNT booby traps! Players in the same room must share all the loot they
find, but only the person who has stashed the most loot at the getaway car is the
winner! Each player has a special ability which can only be used by OTHER players
when they “Call In A Favor”. Choosing when to work together and when to fend for
yourself is the key to victory; make sure you stash your wealth before it goes BOOM!

Rocks Fall, Everyone Dies Tables #22

Rocks Fall, Everyone Dies is a dungeon crawling with a twist: emulating a D&D-like
roleplaying game, you don’t control the party, but rather the one in charge
of the adventure itself. You and the other players will play out events on the board
that the parties will encounter, and use DM cards to twist the game in your favour.
Delve down the dungeon and prepare your party as much as possible to conquer
the challenge that awaits at the end while sabotaging as much as possible for the
other parties. Whoever clears the selected challenge first wins.
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game room offerings

Board & Card Games

Smirk and Dagger: Goodies for Days Tables #23

Multiple games by the fun loving people at Smirk and Dagger Games will be available. Known for their creative and swiftly moving games that often encourage
good natured ‘attacks’ on the other players to be the last one standing they are
always good party fun.
Examples include Nut So Fast, a family friendly favorite wherein you try to
match but only if you are faster than your opponent. Or maybe an adventure is
more your style? Then try Cutthroat Caverns, now with new material! Each round,
any monster encountered will have a prestige value, will you become the most
famous adventurer of all? Or be left unknown to the masses? A unique combination
of cooperative game play and opportunistic backstabbing. Or perhaps you wish
a more elegant game? Then Shobu is for you, The word “Shobu” means a competitive
match in Japanese. Learn to play in five minutes, but this simple game of teams
of colored stones is more complex than it appears. These are just a few of the
great games awaiting you, so stop by and try your luck!

Tanks and DPS: Fleecing Olympus
and Istanbul or Constantinople? Table #32

Two great Tanks & DPS titles will be offered here. Fleecing Olympus: Ages ago,
Zeus won control of Mount Olympus in an epic dice battle against Hades. Now,
after ages of toiling in the underworld, Hades has finally convinced the other
gods and goddesses that the time has come to challenge Zeus for control of the
throne. As one of these powerful deities, you possess great power and the drive
to make Olympus your own, but will luck also be on your side?
Istanbul or Constantinople? A city with many names over the years and many
opinions on those names. Players are attempting to sway the streets into lining up
with their favorite name for their city. Use cards to modify your odds and try
to convince the populace your name is the right one.
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game room offerings

Card Games

Card Games
Munchkin Table #34

Kill the monsters. Steal the treasure. Stab your buddy. Munchkin is a card game
with a humorous take on dungeon role-playing games. Build up your character
with Kneepads of Allure, Boots of Butt-Kicking, Pretty Balloons, or the dreaded
Duck of Doom. Use your … uh … weapons … to defeat the mighty Potted Plant,
the fierce Gelatinous Octahedron, or the much-feared Large Angry Chicken.
Once you’ve battled your foe and won, gain a level and collect the treasure.
But wait! Your opponent might interfere with a curse or monster enhancer at the
last second. Is that a cheat card in your hand? Who will be the first to slay the
beasties and reach the 10th level? Easy to learn, this is a great game for beginners
and fun for experienced players, too.

Yu-Gi-Oh! Tables 10, 11

The Yu-Gi-Oh! trading card game allows kids, teenagers, and adults to relive
the exciting Duels that take place in the animated Yu-Gi-Oh! series. In the
Yu-Gi-Oh! trading card game, players use the cards they’ve collected to construct
Decks consisting of 40 or more cards. Then, they use their Decks to face off
against opponents in a game of strategy, luck, and skill. We will be teaching
this massively popular game, so new players welcomed!

Scythe/Nevermore Table #5

Scythe is a board game set in an alternate-history 1920s period. It is a time of
farming and war, broken hearts and rusted gears, innovation and valor. Each
player represents a fallen leader attempting to restore their honor and lead their
faction to power in Eastern Europa. Players conquer territory, enlist new recruits,
reap resources, gain villagers, build structures, and activate monstrous mechs.
Do you have the ability to come out ahead? Will you be the Great Innovator
or Warlord who will control all? Come check out this swift moving game of depth.
Or perhaps Nevermore is more your style. One can also choose this quickly
moving card game to be the first one to gain the power. Many are the paths to
power: brute force, subtle deception, cunning trickery. You hold the cards...but
you can’t keep them all. What will you decide to collect for personal gain? And
what are you willing to give up in order to destroy? The Ravens are gathering,
many of whom used to be rivals. Will you rise to power or simply be...nevermore.
Nevermore is a casual-style, card-drafting game in which you quickly build
your hand each round, collecting cards you want and poisoning your opponent’s
hand by passing along cards you think they can’t use. Will you transform all your
rivals into ravens—or can they regain their human form in time to score enough
victory to win?
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game room offerings

RPG Games

Role Playing Games

This is where you take on a character role in a verbal story and use dice to
randomize action results. Great fun for imaginative players! You can be a
great hero in an epic fantasy adventure or just some guy trying to survive
the zombies, up to you!

Forbidden Island Table #35

Dare to discover Forbidden Island! Join a team of fearless adventurers on a do-or-die
mission to capture four sacred treasures from the ruins of this perilous paradise.
Your team will have to work together and make some pulse-pounding maneuvers,
as the island will sink beneath every step! Race to collect the treasures and make
a triumphant escape before you are swallowed into the watery abyss! This is a live
action version of the fun and fast paced tile game Forbidden Island.

Amtgard Live Action Role Playing Table #36

Also at Geek Fest are representatives from AmtGard: Live Action Role Play
Demonstration Team. Amtgard is a world-wide organization dedicated to medieval
and fantasy combat sports and recreation. They use padded weapons, fantasy
and authentic clothing, and imagination to immerse players in a world of heroic
combat, quests, crafts, and more. They will be running demos throughout the day
open to public participation, just outside (weather permitting). amtgard.com

Ludosports Table #37

Ludosport is a Light Saber fencing combat discipline started around 10 years ago
in Milan, Italy by a group of martial artist friends who loved the Star Wars movies.
They saw the iconic weapon as a way to bring people from all walks of life together for fun and fitness. The Organization has spread across Europe into many
different countries and finally made it’s way here to the USA 3 years ago.
As a system of sporting combat, it boasts an intricate 10 year curriculum
consisting of 10 different styles or forms inspired by the films and books of the
Star Wars universe. As a whole, the Ludosport community is the primary drive of
the organization, and we remain true to being an all inclusive and accepting group
of people. Come see a demo of our fighting style or join in! It is open to the public.
Practice area will be outside in the back, weather permitting.
Facebook: ludosportclub.kalamazoo
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RPG Games

The Sandstone Secret Table #24

A Pathfinder Society Scenario designed for levels 1–4 (Subtiers 1–2 and 3–4).
When the Pathfinder Society receives word of a promising, unexplored ruin
in Osirion, the PCs set out to uncover the site’s secrets. Yet upon arriving,
the PCs learn that a different group of Pathfinders has already entered the ruins.
Has there been some mistake, is the site’s magic playing tricks on everyone,
or is there something more nefarious afoot? (Characters Provided)

Filling in the Gaps Table #2

The Lord of Frellington needs intrepid adventurers to cleanse the passages below
the castle of foul beasts. Do you have what it takes to slay the creatures and return
safely? Test your mettle in this 5th addition D&D adventure. (Characters Provided)

Shattered World Table #3

The world is gone, literally shattered as the universe suddenly split from reality
as you know it. Only the places that hold in people’s hearts and minds remain;
with the lesser known regions being lost. If someone travels into those places,
they can get lost into the unknown. Stick to the well traveled paths and places,
if you can. It’s time to fix the world. (Characters will be provided.)

Here There Be Monsters Table #25

Most people don’t believe in monsters; but you know the truth. They’re real and
it’s your task to bring them down. Expect about a half-hour of character creation
and game introduction before a fast-paced, narrative-focused chance to save the
world from certain doom. This session will feature an apparent zombie outbreak
at a modern-day music festival. As police surround the festival and the National
Guard is called in, will our heroes be able to get the dead to lie back down before
things get really out of control? No prior knowledge of rules or game system required.

Paint and Take Gaming Miniatures Table #16

Part of the fun of tabletop gaming is painting the miniatures. A little color makes
an army stand out on the table and brings your characters to life. Our Paint & Take
is the perfect spot for attendees to enjoy this aspect of the hobby. Never picked
up a brush before? Our expert will guide you through the basics of miniature
painting. All materials are provided—even a free mini. Looking for something to
do between games? Here’s a great place to crack open a new blister for assembly
or touch up a broken model. An old pro at painting? Stop by our tables to put
some last-minute touches on one of your own and see what other folks are
working on. All ages and skill levels are welcome. Children under 12 must
be accompanied by an adult
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RPG Games

Escape Room: Baby Unicorn Rescue! Table #8

The Wizard has taken the baby unicorn, and you must solve the clues to free the
unicorn before he returns. This 15-minute escape room game in a tent gives players
a taste of what to expect inside their full-scale 1-Hour escape games available
at their Downtown Kalamazoo location. Gather your small team for some big fun
and see what escape rooms are all about inside this mini-escape room game.

Miniature Tabletop
Operation Market-Garden Table #33

Operation Market-Garden was a bold plan, designed to capture the Rhine crossings
along the Dutch-German border and establish a foothold to advance into Germany.
If this daring operation was successful, World War II could have been over by
Christmas 1944. Featuring a massive combined arms operation involving airborne
landing and an armored thrust into Holland, Operation Market-Garden was one
of the most dramatic and controversial operations of the Second World War.
Bolt Action puts you in command as you lead your army to victory. Can you drive
the Allied army across Hell’s Highway, capturing the necessary bridge crossings
to reach the Rhine? Or can you use the last of Germany’s armies to stall the Allies
in the west long enough to sue for peace? The choice is yours when you lead an
army of Allied or Axis troops in one of the last great battles of WWII.

X-Wing Miniatures Table #29

Control the most advanced starfighters and outstanding pilots in the galaxy!
In X-Wing Miniatures Game, you take the role of squad leader and command a
group of merciless Imperial or daring Rebel pilots in furious ship-to-ship space
combat. Featuring stunningly detailed and painted miniatures, X-Wing recreates
exciting Star Wars space battles from small engagements of only a couple of craft
to large conflicts where multiple squadrons clash. Select and equip your ships,
pick your crew, plan your attack, and complete your mission.
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Video Games
Artemis Spaceship Bridge Simulator Table #7

Artemis Spaceship Bridge Simulator lets you turn any room into the bridge of a
spaceship. You and your friends assume the positions of Captain, Helm, Science,
Communication, Engineering, and Weapon Control. Together, you operate your
ship and defend the sector from evil aliens.
Artemis simulates a spaceship bridge by networking several computers
together around a table. One computer runs the simulation and the “main screen”,
while the others serve as workstations for the normal jobs a bridge officer might
do. One player plays the Captain, a person who sits in the middle, doesn’t have
a workstation, and tells everyone what to do. Missions will run about 30 minutes;
signups will be available for each 30 minute slot from the GM (11:30 am, 12 pm
and so on). The last slot will run 30 minutes from event close.
For more information: artemis.eochu.com

Super Smash Brothers Ultimate Tournament Tables #38, 39
Come and join the brawl at this year’s GeekFest! We’re hosting a Super Smash
Bros Ultimate Switch Tournament with the help of our friends at L.F.G! This event
will be a single elimination tournament held on the Nintendo Switch. Players
may bring their own controllers if they’d like, but must use the in-house set-ups.
If you’d like to enter the bracket in advance, please visit:
challonge.com/UltimateGeekfest for the full set of rules and regulations!
In order to sign up online, participants will need to click the orange “Go To
Registration” button at the top of the page and enter their username and email
address. Challonge should then notify them via email that they have entered the
bracket. Note: Participants can also sign up at the event, please see the L.F.G
Smash Bros station for details.

A Trip to the Arcade Table #6

Once Upon a Time (Mainly the 1980’s), in a galaxy, far, far away (literally every
city in America). There were these alien devices that were not portable (We know
we were surprised too). If one wanted to play a game on these devices, one had
to go to an Arcade and stand there while playing, putting quarters in. Though
still popular in some gaming circles, Arcade games are not as common as they
once were so come check out this blast from gaming past by playing Qbert,
Ms. Pacman or Galaga. No Quarters required!

Enjoy!
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Video Games
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GAME MASTERS & STAFF
THANK YOU! To our Staff, Game Masters and Organizations that
are supporting this library event. Please feel free to take a moment
and thank them as we do. This could not have been done without
their support, so thank you and Game On!
Amtgard:
Valley By The Coast
FB: valleybythecoast

SLD Read
sldread.org
Steve Jackson Games
sjgames.com

Antiqarian Board Games
antiquarianboardgames.com

PARTNERSHIPS & SPONSORS
This event is a partnership of:

Comstock Township Library, Kalamazoo Public Library,
Paw Paw District Library, Portage District Library,
and the Vicksburg District Library.
With the help of these sponsors:

Smirk and Dagger
smirkanddagger.com

Calliope Games
calliopegames.com

Tanks And DPS
FB: TankAndDPS

Clock N Lock Escape Rooms
clocknlock.com

Wizards of the Coast
company.wizards.com

Fanfare
fanfareland.com
GrandCon Gaming Convention
grand-con.com

Eric Cowles
Martin Dunst

LFG Liquor. Food. Gaming
lfgamingbar.com

Jason Lheureux

LudoSports Club Kalamazoo
FB: ludosportclub.kalamazoo

Vincent McClain

MichiganPathfinder Society
FB: PFSkzoo

Serena Newby

Henry McDaniel

SlugFest Games, Inc.
slugfestgames.com

Jaellyn Newby

Maple Games
maple.games

Todd Risedorf

Sherri Peck
Keith Rodwell

Reaper Miniatures
reapermini.com

John Thierwechter

The Royal Manticoran Navy
trmn.org
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END

